MAKING RESEARCH AND
EVALUATION WORK FOR YOU
HOW EFFECTIVE IS YOUR
PROGRAMME REALLY ?

associate development solutions

So you think your project works?
Would you bet your future on it?
Even the best projects can lose funding if they cannot scientifically
demonstrate that they make a significant positive impact. We won’t let
that happen to you!

Who are Associate Development Solutions?
Associate Development Solutions (ADS) can offer innovative, tailormade solutions for all your research and evaluation needs, whether
you wish to monitor a newly set up programme, evaluate the existing
one, or take matters into your own hands and learn about how you can
do research on your own terms.
We support public, private and voluntary sectors across all professions,
from novices to experienced researchers, in their quest to get first class
results and let the world know about them.
We have many years of experience in successful research and
evaluation, including in mental health, the public sector, prisons and
other secure settings, NHS trusts, small-to-large voluntary
organisations, and with children and young people, to name a few. We
are proud of our track record in peer-led research and we strongly
believe in empowering people, especially young people, to shape and
deliver research on the ground.
We also specialise in using data and evaluation to inform service
improvement, service transformation and re-design. As an approved
‘Institute of Leadership and Management’ centre we have expertise in
leadership and coaching so we can help you evaluate your programmes
in these areas too.
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How do we achieve research excellence?
To achieve our aims, we have developed a research manifesto that we
share with all our partners, which includes:

- Developing the right research questions.
- Managing and monitoring data.
- Delivering outstanding research outcomes.
- Training and empowering people to become
researchers and champions of peer-led research.
- Training in research methods, evaluation and
on-going support.
- Translating findings in real action.

We bring our experience, our positive attitude and our excellent,
supportive staff to every piece of work that we do! We believe
that no project is too big or small to be beyond the need for
scientific rigour and we can help you get more from your projects and
more from your data.
If you want to know more, please ask! We are flexible in our approach
and we can work with you to get you what you need.
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Common questions about evaluation:
1. What is evaluation?
Evaluation is an ongoing process that begins as soon as the idea for a
programme is conceived, interweaves with programme activities
throughout its life, and ends after the programme is finished.
Sometimes evaluation continues after the programme ends to see
if programme effects are sustained over time.
By evaluating each step, programmes can identify and solve
problems early, which not only saves time and money but makes the
success of your programme more likely.

2. Can I think about evaluation needs later?
Let us explain why that isn’t such a good idea:
When you start setting up your programme you should also start
thinking about how you want to evaluate it. This way, you can ensure
that you gather the relevant data from the very first day and
do not overload your system with useless data that can only
confuse matters.
Talk to us about it, and we can help you develop a time-effective and
cost-effective evaluation plan.

3. Aren’t all evaluations pretty much the same? Can I get
what I need from the Internet and do it myself?
Not really. We completely agree that a bit of DIY goes a long way!
Evaluation, however, is a highly complex piece of work and if you are
not trained in research, it can be quite hard to know what you are
looking for (or looking at, if you have loads of data, see point 2!).
The Internet is a good source for some initial reading if you are a
research enthusiast but there is a lot of information there that has
not been peer-reviewed, so do not take everything for granted. A
better course of action is to do a training course to acquaint yourself
with the key principles and if you are still interested in doing your
own thing, our experienced staff can support you all the way!
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4. Isn’t evaluation easy? Don’t you just need to
measure what you are doing and let the results speak
for themselves?
This is a common misperception. Let’s look at real-life example:
A prison was keen to research the success of interventions
provided by external organisations. They found that out of a
dozen programmes only a couple had very good results.
Rather than just scrap the poor interventions, researchers
encouraged the prison’s managers to find out why.
Research showed that the majority of prison staff were
unaware of the range of programmes on offer, only referring
to a couple of popular ones that everybody knew about.
a ’market place’ was organised for prisoners and prison staff,
where all the organisations could advertise what they
offered. as a result some of the previously unused
interventions became essential for the prison service delivery !
Do you think you could be missing something? Are you sure that your
measures are really telling you what you need to know about the
impact of your programme? Our expertise can give you the
confidence you’re looking for.

5. Does it have to be expensive?
No! At ADS, we take a cost-effective approach. We don’t want you to
waste money developing an unnecessarily complicated piece of
work. Our aim is to help you develop a straight-forward approach,
ensuring you reach your outcomes in an efficient way.
We will work with you every step of the way to make sure your
evaluation is economical for you, without ever compromising its
scientific rigour.
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You tell us what your project is, and we can
tell you what type of evaluation will suit you best.
I am just developing a new programme/revising the
existing one and I want to know if it will work.
Formative Evaluation is a way of making sure programme plans,
procedures, activities, materials, and modifications will work as
planned. It allows programmes to make revisions before the full
effort begins and maximizes the likelihood that the programme
will succeed.
We can help you develop your research questions; short-term and
long-term goals; and outcomes that will be measured at the end
of the programme.

The programme has just started and I want to know how
well it is working.
Process Evaluation can help you find out how well the programme is
working early on (e.g. how many people are taking part, how are they
engaging with the programme). It can quickly help to identify any
problems that occur in reaching the target population. It also helps
you to evaluate how well your plans, procedures and
activities are working and make adjustments before the weaknesses
are embedded.
ADS can put monitoring procedures in place, which will be regularly
reviewed by our research team. It can help you pick out the strengths
of your programme and really build on them, either throughout or at
the end of your programme.

The programme has been running for a while and I want
to know whether it is doing what it is supposed to do.
Impact Evaluation is used when the programme has made contact
with at least one group of people in the target population.
We can help you to develop the project’s intermediate goals, against
which you can evaluate the initial success of the programme.
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My programme has just finished and I want to know
if it worked.
Outcome Evaluation is used for one-time programmes when
the programme is complete, as well as ongoing programmes at
appropriate intervals (such as a programme that is offered
each year).
We can help you evaluate whether the programme has met its
ultimate goals (for instance, whether an intervention has increased
skills and knowledge, or reduced likelihood of particular behaviour).

My programme has been evaluated, but now I need help
to persuade the funders that the project really works!
Not to worry, we are here to help your programme stand out!
We can teach you the art and science of good presentation and we
can present your findings with you. This can make a real difference to
whether people understand what you are saying, which is key to
promoting your programme!
We can organise workshops for your funders, training days for your
staff and peer-training workshops. Our specialist team of writers can
produce tailor-made reports to suit all your needs.
Depending on your research needs, we can offer you the
most suitable research methods to answer your query.
These range from face-to-face methods, longitudinal
research and peer-led research, to cost-benefit analysis
and full service reviews.
WE can also help you present your findings to various
audiences from research writing, to grant proposals,
presentations and public workshops.
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Still keen to do it yourself?
No problem, we can train you to do just that!
After years of doing research and evaluation, we want to share this
wealth of knowledge with people who are keen to learn more and try it
themselves. Unlike big training providers, who deliver generic courses
for all, we have a range of bespoke research training courses, which
can be tailored to your specific needs and projects. This way you do not
waste time learning about material that is irrelevant to you.

One-day courses
Just to give you an idea of what the courses are about, we selected a
few of our popular one-day courses to give you more information:

Data Management and Good Monitoring Practice
If you are sitting on top a mountain of data that has rarely been
touched or checked for its value, this course is for you. Often,
organisations already have useful information which can be used by
evaluators but are not sure how to use it. We can teach you:
- How to manage your data load.
- How to keep track of the information you
are gathering .
- How to classify it accordingly.
Evaluators often struggle to make sense of data, and spend months
trying to tidy up datasets so that they can begin evaluation. This can
generate an unnecessary cost for you, as well as a time delay in
getting your findings.
Untidy data can also confuse the findings because you are relying on
evaluators, who are often an outside organisation, to make sense of
your data. Nobody knows your programme and your data as well
as you do!
You can be a part of the process by helping to ensure the
evaluator is measuring what they are supposed to measure.
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Introduction to Research Methods
Whether you want to run a survey, interview your clients, observe
your intervention on the ground, run a focus group, or you prefer to
combine all of the above, we can teach you the ins-and-outs of the
research methods that you need. What is more, if you tell us what
type of results you need, we can work with you to select the
best research method and then teach you how to apply it
to your organisation.
We run overview courses which cover the most common research
methods that are used by evaluators, as well as tailor-made courses
that focus on the particular research methods that you need.

Engaging Your Clients in Research
Struggling to get participants for your research? Try this course!
Over the years, we have successfully worked with just about every
difficult-to-access client group that we can think of, and we think
that you should too!
If you are looking to conduct ethical research with children, or you
would like to engage young people as peer-researchers, you need to
interview vulnerable women, or you wish to conduct research in
prisons, we can show you how to best do it.
The course will be tailored to cover the relevant ethics and
governance principles for your client group, national guidelines for
good research, as well as practical advice on how to facilitate access
to the group. Your skill to engage relevant stakeholders (e.g.
therapists, parents, prison governors) can mean a difference
between a successful evaluation and having to cancel your
piece of work.
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Consultancy packages:
If your evaluation needs are more complex, we can offer you tailormade consultancy packages. These packages consist of two or three
days of training (depending on the type of evaluation you are aiming
for), and include 15 hours of post-course consultancy with our service
review and evaluation experts. They will make sure that you
correctly apply what you learnt in the course to the best
of your advantage. These courses come second only to hiring a
professional evaluation team!
We currently have two packages on offer:

Evaluate the Impact of Your Service
This package combines Theory of Change, applied research methods
and economic models to help you evaluate your service to the best of
your advantage. You will get advice and support, which will include
how to engage difficult stakeholders and how to use creativity to
measure complex outcomes.

Evaluate the Impact of Your Programme/Intervention
This package combines the benefits of using a Logic Model, a detailed
overview of research methods that you can use, how to ask the right
questions and how to make sure that you are measuring the right
elements. You will get guidance on how to save time and money,
including the benefits of process evaluation in reducing long-term
evaluation costs.
Please contact us for more information on these packages.
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Other courses on offer:
We have lots of other, more specialised, courses that we can offer you:
- Developing a research proposal.
- Make your data stand out: The art of presenting
research findings and developing an action plan.
- How to write effective research reports.
- Introduction to quantitative research and data
Analysis : How to analyse surveys and numbers.
- Introduction to qualitative research and data analysis:
How to analyse text, interviews and focus groups.
- Draw on existing evidence to support your findings:
How to carry out a literature review.
- Ethical research with children:
How to engage younger children in research.
- Research and evaluation with young people/teenagers.
- Evaluate a prison intervention:
Research involving prisoners or prison staff.

Still not found what you are looking for?
Get in touch with us!
We also offer a range of bespoke courses to suit individual needs of our
clients. Whether you have a small sample and need to find a robust
research method, or you have started an evaluation but encountered a
problem, we can offer you training in lesser-known research methods
such as Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis and non-parametric
tests, which are designed for more challenging samples.
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Looking for evaluation partners?
You’ve found them! If you wish to find an experienced partner to
co-steer your evaluation, somebody to offer expert consultancy, or you
are looking for a partner on a bid/grant we would be very happy to hear
from you.
We can offer subject expertise as well as considerable project
management experience.

You can also contact us about:
- Service improvement.
- Service reviews.
- Applying ‘Lean’ to your organisation.
- Leadership and management training.
- Training in Children’s Mental Health.
- Strategic participation/co-production.

Contact:
info@associatesolutions.co.uk

Associate Development Solutions Ltd.
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